I…Am…A…Robot JELLY
This Jelly (unit) is ready for the robot revolution. Bot brains will be
practicing breath control in the pool, blasting past the crux on the
climbing wall, and powering down on the yoga mat.
You can learn more at www.pbjellyfish.com/jelly.

Resources:
If You’re a Robot and You Know It (pop up)- By David Carter
Raybot, R is for Robot (books)- By Adam Watkins
The Bot that Scott Built (book)- By Kim Norman
Randy Riley's really big hit (book)- By Chris Van Dusen

The Shimmy, Count to 5 Meditation (mp3’s)- By Kira Willey
Cosmic Counting, Spartz 24 Robodog (videos)- By Cosmic Kids. Free
kids yoga stories & meditations on YouTube
Robot Yoga Print- Pop art yoga poster. Rob Ozborne shop on Etsy

Today My ZENBOT Practiced:

Power Down Breath: If my robot is whirring too fast I can power down by sitting crisscross
applesauce. While I breathe in I hold up 1,2,3 fingers. Then I breathe out while my fingers fold up
3,2,1. After 3 power downs my robot is ready to climb safely.
Intentional Movement: When I act like a robot I use controlled, intentional movement. I…think
…before…I…move…my…arm… I can use these robotic moves when I’m feeling crazy and need to
slow my roll.

Today My CLIMBERBOT Practiced:
Overhanging Wall– An overhanging wall slants out over my head.
Pinch Hold- A Pinch is a hold that I can grab with my thumb on one side and fingers on the other.
Crux- The crux is the hard part of a climbing problem. When I get to the tricky part I make a plan
to work through the crux sequence. I might have to try a few times.
Previewing- If I’m stuck on the crux I can sit back and look at the problem to come up with a
plan. I can move my hands to pretend I’m climbing while I sit on the floor. Now I have a plan to
send the problem!
Matching- When either 2 hands or 2 feet are on the same hold, I am matching.
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Today My AQUABOT Practiced:
Side Breathing- In freestyle I can either roll onto my back or turn to the side to take a breath. If I
lift my head straight up, my toes drop down making me work extra hard.
Underwater Exhalation- I blow out (exhale) under the water so that when I turn to the side I only
need to breathe in. I want to keep my inhale/exhale rhythm so that my breath is sustainable.
Nose Bubbles- If I close my lips and hum under water, it will push bubbles out of my nose. I can
practice blowing nose bubbles by dipping my face in forward, and by looking back behind me. This
will prepare me to blow out through my nose if I fall into a pool or get pushed under water. I can
practice in the bathtub too!
Bubbles

*Child-centered learning. Your class may not practice every listed skill.

